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This catalogue provides a selection of timepieces from our collection. You 
can find more information and relevant details on the Junghans Website  
or in the new Junghans E-magazine. You can access the magazine via the 
QR-codes on each page – or visit us directly at www.junghans-magazine.com.
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S is for Stunning.
S is for Strength.
S is for Sapphire.

What makes a watch special? A harmonious combination of 
 aesthetics, precision, wear comfort and durability in a single unit. 
 Produced by a brand which associates tradition with life, and 
 creativity with continuity. A brand precisely like Junghans, taking 
 inspiration from the classic watches of yesteryear and of modern 
times in their development of watches for the future. That is why 
so many people ultimately decide upon a Junghans watch. And if 
that wasn’t reason enough. From 2022 we are offering all models 
with lavishly crafted, durable sapphire crystal – the perfect fusion of 
beauty and practical value. But regardless of sapphire crystal or hard 
plexiglass, whether classic or novel: every watch in this catalogue 
demonstrates clearly what makes a Junghans timepiece so special.
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From the  
allure  
of sport  
and time. 

6 7

Some watches just look sporty. And then there are those that can 
 actually be worn during the execution of sporting activities. As with 
the Junghans watches which are designed precisely to meet the most 
rigorous requirements: a dynamic form, screwed crowns, durable 
straps, water resistant up to 20 bar – and not least resistant sapphire 
crystal. 

Junghans’ obsession with sport is deep-rooted in history: We were 
already producing manual stopwatches as far back as the 1920s, 
and between the 1960s and the 1980s Junghans were setting new 
benchmarks in sports timekeeping. To this day, Junghans remains 
“sportily active” in their role as Official Timing Partner for the FIS 
Nordic World Ski Championships 2019 & 2021 – and we continue our 
collaboration with our brand ambassador Karl Geiger, honoured as 
the “Skiing Athlete of the Year” by German Ski Association.

„	Ski	jumping	is	all	
	 about		precision,	dynamism
	 and	timing.	No	wonder	
	 Junghans	watches	fascinate	me.“
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In 1972, when sports timekeeping by Junghans was at its peak, 
Schramberg also introduced a sporty line of watches which was 
to become their most distinctive model, and shortly thereafter 
a much-sought after collector’s item. Taking inspiration from 
this classic watch 50 years later, Junghans now present this new, 
 sensational timepiece: the 1972 Competition. Devised around 
the style of a manual stopwatch, the crown and pushbuttons 
are  situated on the top. With it’s extrovert design and dynamic 
 colouring, the watch brings the spirit of the 1970s to the here and 
now, thus defining a new, self-assured approach to sport.

9

1972
Sports performance 
for the here and now.

The historical archetype 
of the 1972 Competition

9
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1972 Competition 
Edition

27/9204.00

 

To witness a record being broken in a 
sporting event is a unique,  unforgettable 
moment, and an opportunity that will 
present itself only once – much akin to 
owning one of these exquisite collector’s 
items: the 1972 Competition Edition with a 
case made from 18-carat white gold. 
The original design has been reinter -
preted with the Tri-Compax arrangement. 
Strictly limited to just 50 pieces. Self-winding movement J880.1 | stop function | 18-carat white gold case 45.5 x 41.0 mm | screwed crown | 

leather strap fixed with screws | water-resistant up to 10 bar

1972	Competition	Edition
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Sports performance  encapsulated 
in a watch: The colour and style 
are a clear nod to the historic 
 archetype from the 1970s. An 
 anthracite-coloured dial is in stark 
contrast to the orange of totalisers 
and tachymeter. The slightly ellip-
tical form lends an extraordinary 
dynamic to the watch. This model is 
limited to (what else?) 1972 units.

1972 Competition
27/4203.00

Self-winding movement J880.5 | stop function | stainless steel case 45.5 x 41.0 mm | screwed crown |  
 leather strap fixed with screws | water-resistant up to 10 bar

1972	Competition
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The design language of the 1970s maintains all of it’s fascination to this day. This is 
no more evident than in the 1972 Chronoscope Solar: the characteristic massive case 
form, the striking orange highlights, the distinctive square appliqués on the dial, and 
the  overall sporty presentation. As contemporary as it is sustainable: the solar drive.
Solar quartz movement J622.50 | stop function, alarm | power reserve up to 6 months | stainless steel 
case Ø 43.3 mm | turning bezel | key lock for alarm | water-resistant up to 10 bar

1972 Chronoscope Solar
14/4202.44

1972 Chronoscope Solar
14/4200.00
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		For	some	
						 		master				pieces,	
	it’s	all	in									the	name.		
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Meister S  
Chronoscope
27/4025.00

Limited to 888 watches
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Meister S 
Chronoscope

27/4023.44

Meister S 
Chronoscope

27/4024.44

For those who aspire to great heights. For those who travel unpredictable paths. For 
those who transcend boundaries. The Meister S Chronoscope symbolises independence and 
self-determination of the wearer like no other watch. Redefining masculine self-confidence 
with a sports-inspired elegance.
Self-winding movement J880.1 | stop function | stainless steel case Ø 45.0 mm | screwed-in crown |  
water-resistant up to 20 bar

Confidence 
starts on
your wrist.
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The name speaks for itself: The Meister fein Automatic has 

everything that is synonymous with a Junghans Meister – 

a congenial combination of technology and aesthetics – to  create

an exceptionally fine presentation. Its charming elegance is 

achieved in the harmonious composition of fine hour markers 

and exquisite hands. The domed, spherical sapphire crystal 

and discus-shaped case create a compact unit as if moulded as 

one: innovative design with pleasant wear comfort. A worthy, 

 modern ambassador for the Meister line – and already a watch 

with classic status.
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The Meister fein Automatic Edition is highly  impressive 
due to its fine, high-quality details: For example, the  shallow,
18-carat yellow gold discus-shaped case. Or the domed glasses 
on front and back made from sapphire crystal with anti- 
reflection coating. Also including exquisite hands and subtle 
diamond-effect lines for the hour markers. An extra large, 
see-through case back allows the observer to  admire the 
two-arm rotor developed in-house by Junghans themselves. 
The black, alligator leather strap completes the watch. 
 Limited	to	only	100	pieces.

Exquisite 
details, 
harmonious 
composition.

Meister fein 
Automatic 
Edition.

Meister fein Automatic 
Edition 

27/9101.00
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With a meticulous, modern design, the Meister fein Automatic symbolises a whole new 
geometry for the Meister collection. The convex form of case and sapphire crystal immedi-
ately draws the attention of the observer to the simple, yet superior design of the dial.

Meister fein Automatic
27/7150.00

Meister fein Automatic
27/4153.44

Meister fein Automatic
27/4152.00

Self-winding movement J800.1 | stainless steel or PVD-coated case Ø 39.5 mm | glass case back | water-resistant up to 5 bar
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Timepieces untouched by the passage of time. 
What could possibly recount the history of time more 
 accurately than a timepiece? The watches of the Junghans 
Meister range have provided reliable displays of time for 
 people with style for almost a century, so it’s hardly surprising 
that they are the centrepiece of our collection. Handcrafted 
with our many years of experience, they captivate with their 
many  loving details. The curvaceous form of the case with 
pronounced domed glasses, convex dials and bowl-shaped 
 auxiliary dials create a three-dimensional, and strikingly 
 elegant effect. A transparent case back provides a view of the 
decorated  mechanical movements. Today, the Meister range 
holds a special appeal to those with a penchant for tradition, 
as well as to watch fans who are only now discovering the 
retro style for the first time. Unperturbed by any fashion and 
trends, the Meister myth continues to outlive time itself.
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Meister Chronoscope
27/4526.02

Meister Chronoscope
27/4121.46

Meister Chronoscope
27/4222.02

30

Elegant or dynamic? A moot consideration for the Meister Chronoscope. After all, this 
watch effortlessly combines classic charm with sporty functions. The characteristic 
bowl-shaped totalisers are a typical feature for the Meister range.
Self-winding movement J880.1 | stop function | stainless steel case Ø 40.7 mm | glass case back |
water-resistant up to 5 bar

A classic with a whole new look: unmistakeably a Meister Chronoscope, but completely 
 reinterpreted. The dial now in fir green – an affectionate nod to our home – lends the watch a 
classic, as well as a stylish appearance.
Self-winding movement J880.1 | stop function | stainless steel case Ø 40.7 mm | glass case back |  
water-resistant up to 5 bar
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This expertly elegant timepiece reflects the ceaseless motion of our planet: An hour disc 
displays the time in 24 separate locations simultaneously. The Meister Worldtimer is 
thus a constant reminder that although we may find ourselves in different time zones, 
we are always in the same moment.
Self-winding movement J820.5 | display for 24 world time zones | stainless steel case Ø 40.4 mm | glass case back |  
water-resistant up to 5 bar

Meister Worldtimer
27/3010.02

Meister Worldtimer
27/3011.46

For us, 
the  entire world 
revolves around 
the watch.
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Optimum organization in every aspect: The Meister Agenda combines complex technology 
with intricate aesthetics. A display of date, weekday and calendar week ensures that the 
wearer has a clear overview of their appointments at all times. The dial is testament to 
the superb arrangement in the design of the watch.
Self-winding movement J810.5 | stainless steel PVD coated case Ø 40.4 | glass case back | water-resistant up to 5 bar

Meister Agenda
27/7066.02

Meister Kalender
27/4906.02

We have always been influenced by the phases of the moon. It is perhaps for this very reason that 
the earth’s satellite holds such a fascination over us. The moon’s phases are thus represented on 
the dial of the Meister Kalender alongside the date, the weekday and the month. The Junghans 
star in the firmament is testament to the attention to detail.
Self-winding movement J800.3 | stainless steel case Ø 40.4 mm | glass case back | water-resistant up to 5 bar
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 Character  
                     starts on

your wrist.

Hands are part of our personality. Every one formed differently, each hand leaves its own unique 
and authentic impression – and tells its very own story. Hands and wrists also hold a special 
importance for us. After all, it is precisely for these that we fashion our premium quality watches. 

As well as accentuating the personality of the wearer, Junghans watches may also give rise 
to a fulfilling, lifelong partnership between wearer and watch. Each with its own unique story.
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The Meister Damen Automatic is wholly as independent as the wearer – as it’s from the 
wearer that the watch obtains its energy. This timepiece is a real eye-catcher due to its 
exceptional leather straps, which can be replaced extremely easily to suit the occasion 
with a simple quick-release function.
Self-winding movement J840.1 | stainless steel PVD-coated case Ø 33.1 mm | glass case back | 
water-resistant up to 5 bar

Meister Damen Automatic
27/7045.00

A	watch	is	a	very	special	item	of	
	jewellery,	as	it	provides	an	invaluable	
additional	benefit	–	time.	The	wearer	
is	thus	filled	with	a	sense	of	joy	each	
time	they	glance	at	the	dial.	Adorn	
yourself	with	the	most	valuable	thing	
available	to	you:	stylishly	designed	
time	well	spent	on	the	most	beautiful	
things.	
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Meister Chronometer
27/4130.02

The precision with which the dial is arranged is reflective of the precision of time displayed by the 
Meister Chronometer. Designed to the same dimensions as the Meister Classic, their precision is 
demonstrated in the meticulous minute track and the 2-segment index in the 12 o’clock position. 
The certified chronometer status is evidenced by the chronometer lettering on the dial.
Self-winding movement J820.3 | certified chronometer | stainless steel case Ø 38.4 mm | glass case back | 
water-resistant up to 5 bar

The Meister Classic and Meister Handaufzug symbolise superior elegance and a strikingly 
flat appearance. A classic detail incorporated in the Meister Handaufzug: the display of 
the small second in the decentralised subdial.
Stainless steel PVD coated case | glass case back | water-resistant up to 5 bar  
Meister Classic: Self-winding movement J820.4 | case Ø 38.4 mm 
Meister Handaufzug: Hand-winding movement J815.1 | case Ø 37.7 mm

Meister Classic
27/7812.02

Meister Handaufzug
27/5002.02
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Personalities	vary.	Preferences	vary.	Just	as	well,	then,	that	Junghans	not	only	has	
the	perfect	watch	to	suit	every	individual,	but	also	the	most	suitable	technology.	
For	those	with	a	predilection	for	absolute	accuracy,	our	connected-technology	is	
just	for	you.	As	well	as	the	intelligent	J101	radio-controlled	movement	allowing	the	
MEGA	models	to	receive	the	precise	time	from	signal	transmitters	in	Europe,	Japan	
and	the	USA,	it	also	allows	time	information	from	smartphones	or	tablets	to	be	
synchronised	through	the	Junghans	MEGA	App.	Time	and	date	can	thus	be	adjusted	
simply	and	easily	in	regions	without	any	signal	reception.	Due	to	the	transmission	
of	date	information,	the	watch	also	functions	as	a	“perpetual	calendar”.		Innovative	
technology	with	a	classic	look:	With	these	most	elegant	and	precise	watches	
with	app	connection,	Junghans	are	setting	brand	new	standards	in	precision	and	
	connectivity.

Junghans MEGA: high-precision connected radio technologyStay	connected. Stay	in	style.

Meister MEGA
58/4803.44
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Classic look in perfect harmony with high-precision connected RC technology: With its 
elegant design, exceptional movement of the hands and convenient time zone adjustment 
using the crown or via Junghans MEGA App, the Meister MEGA guarantees unparalleled 
precision of time for watch lovers everywhere.
Connected RC movement J101 | stainless steel case Ø 38.4 mm | water-resistant up to 5 bar

45

Meister MEGA 
Kleine Sekunde

58/4901.02

Meister MEGA
58/4801.02

He who knows how to use  
his time, is the master of his 
future. Precise to the merest  
fraction of a second. With high-
precision radio technology 
“made in Schramberg”. 
Style outside. Precision inside.



Many of the 
 Junghans watches 

carry their own 
 authentic, and 

 indeed fascinating 
histories. You can 
experience these 

 histories time and 
again – simply by 
glancing at your 

wrist.

47

Stories can 
only be told 
by those 
who have 
them. 
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This fascination is particularly evident on the dials of the Meister Driver: the layout of the 
instrument panel in the classic cars is depicted here. Combining nostalgic charm with a 
pioneering spirit – on your wrist. 
Self-winding movement J880.3 | stop function | stainless steel case Ø 40.8 mm | glass case back |  
water-resistant up to 5 bar

Meister Driver 
Chronoscope

27/3686.46

48

Meister Driver Chronoscope
27/3684.02

Our passion for cars 
began in 1892, with  
the friendship between 
Arthur Junghans and 
motorcar pioneers  
Wilhelm Maybach and 
Gottlieb Daimler.
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																					A	thrilling	journey		
																through	time.	
								The	Junghans	
Terrassenbau	Museum.
Designed by Stuttgart’s industrial architect Philipp Jakob Manz, the  Junghans 
terrace building is one of the most spectacular industrial constructions of 
the early 20th century – an edifice representative of architectural history and 
watchmaking tradition like no other. This distinction was honoured in 2018 
with the opening of the Junghans Terrassenbau Museum in  commemoration 
of its 100th anniversary. Extensively renovated, the listed building invites 
you along for a most fascinating journey through time – From the world- 
renowned Black Forest clocks and the history of Junghans, up until the days 
of orchestrions and musical clocks. More information can be found at 
 junghans-terrassenbau-museum.de – we look forward to seeing you!
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Meister Terrassenbau: 
A distinctive building.  
A distinctive watch.

Meister Handaufzug 
Terrassenbau
27/3000.02

Meister Classic 
Terrassenbau
27/4019.02

Incorporating defining design features of this industrial landmark, the momentous 
architecture is fittingly commemorated in the Meister Terrassenbau models: The 
meandering design of the dial’s minute track pays  homage to the wall decorations, 
and the dark green of the alligator leather strap to the wall tiles in the stairways. 
The case back allows a view of the movement through a glass window in a depic-
tion of the terrace building. Both models are limited to 1,500 watches worldwide.
Meister Classic Terrassenbau: Self-winding movement J820.4 | stainless steel case Ø 38.4 mm  
Meister Handaufzug Terrassenbau: Hand-winding movement J815.1 | stainless steel case Ø 37.7 mm 
Water-resistant up to 5 bar
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Meister Automatic 
27/7052.02

54

In accordance with the entire Meister range, the Meister Automatic models also feature  
all characteristic design elements of their celebrated predecessors. They therefore relate 
this history with a particular authenticity – conveying that attitude towards life typical of 
the 1950s to the here and now.
Self-winding movement J800.1 | stainless steel PVD coated case Ø 38.0 mm | glass case back | 
water-resistant up to 5 bar

11 line markers.  
1 double line marker.

Pure watch.
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Meister Pilot
27/3590.00

Was	everything	really	so	much	better	back	in	the	day?	Surely	
not.	But	nostalgia,	the	yearning	for	the	“good	old	days”	simply	
seems	to	be	a	part	of	human	DNA.	The	product	design	from	
previous	decades	is	therefore	once	again	in	great	demand,	due	
to	the	outstanding	quality,	attentiveness	and	attention	to	detail.	
Characteristics	which	are	retained	today	in	the	Junghans	retro	
editions.	The	same	passion	is	invested	in	these	watches	as	
that	on	the	very	first	day.	Great	care	is	always	taken	to	ensure	
that	the	past	is	interpreted	in	a	contemporary	fashion.	And	of	
course	to	incorporate	the	latest	technology.	Our	classic	models	
therefore	continue	to	whip	up	enthusiasm	amongst	watch		
aficionados	unabated	across	the	globe.	Once	again:	Passion	
was	never	so	reliable.

Passion	was	never		
so	reliable.

Self-winding	movement		
J880.4	|	stop	function	|		
stainless	steel	case		
Ø	43.3	mm	|	black	leather		
strap	with	riveting	in	parts	|		
water-resistant	up	to	10	bar
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Our fascination with aviation is clearly evident in the Meister Pilot: Distinctive luminescent 
numerals and hands on the dial ensure optimum readability. The ergonomically designed 
bezel provides exceptional grip, as well as a unique look.
Self-winding movement J880.4 | stop function | stainless steel or DLC-coated case Ø 43.3 mm | 
bi-directional turning bezel | water-resistant up to 10 bar

Meister Pilot
27/3591.00

Meister Pilot
27/3794.00

1949: the calibre J88 

lifts off.
In 1946, plans are already in place for the first  

 Junghans chronographs to be worn on the wrist: 

the in-house developed calibre J88, a hand-

wound chronograph with 19 stones, ratchet 

wheel and intricate Breguet hairspring. In 1949 

following a three-year development period, the 

robust calibre is ready to be incorporated into 

a whole array of chronographs – this includes 

the service watch of the pilots from the newly 

 established German Federal Armed Forces.
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Elegance, technology and a sporty presentation combined in one extra-
ordinarily beautiful watch. Elegant case form and fine silver dial, tech-
nological scales for telemeter and tachymeter, and the sporty aspects of 
striking luminescent numerals and hands. Today, the Meister Telemeter 
is just as sensational as it was when it was first unveiled 70 years ago.
Self-winding movement J880.3 | stop function | tachymeter and telemeter scale | 
stainless steel case Ø 40.8 mm | glass case back | water-resistant up to 5 bar

The telemeter and tachymeter display were first combined in a Junghans 
chronograph in 1951. This image shows historical brochures advertising 
the sporty-elegant innovative watches.

61

Meister Telemeter
27/3380.02

Meister Telemeter
27/3880.46
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Junghans  
FORM

62

Form	follows	function:	a	design	
principle	which	has	helped		elevate
the	worldwide	standing	of		
German	industrial	design.		
Beholden	to	this	design	style,	
the	name	of	the	FORM	watch	
collection	is	no	coincidence	–	
but	rather	is	representative	of	
consistent	reduction	and	stylish	
practicality.
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Striking features of the FORM A include its flat sapphire crystal and the overall flat  
presentation of the case. All the more impressive, then, that the concave dial and the 
minute track with imprinted squares produces a rather remarkable three-dimensionality.  
A classic-modern watch with superior wear comfort.
Self-winding movement J800.2 | stainless steel case Ø 39.3 mm | glass case back | water-resistant up to 5 bar

FORM A
27/4730.00

64
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With its sporty character and water resistance up to 10 bar, the FORM A Titan is a  
hardy companion even in the toughest of activities. Case and buckle are made from  
skin-friendly titanium.
Self-winding movement J800.2 | titanium case Ø 40.0 mm | glass case back | water-resistant up to 10 bar

FORM A Titan 
27/2002.00

FORM A Titan 
27/2001.00

66

FORM A Titan 
27/2000.00
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FORM Damen
47/4851.44

FORM C
41/4770.00

FORM MEGA 
58/4930.00

Radio-controlled precision, fashionable design and connection to an app on your mobile makes the 
FORM MEGA the perfect watch for an urban lifestyle. A premium-quality quartz movement ticks 
away in the sporty chronograph FORM C. With a water resistance of up to 5 bar and robust sapphire 
crystal, the FORM models meet all the requirements for the rigours of everyday life.
Stainless steel case | water-resistant up to 5 bar 
FORM MEGA: Connected RC movement J101.65 | case Ø 39.3 mm 
FORM C: Quartz movement J645.85 | stop function | case Ø 40.0 mm

C’est FORMidable! The FORM Damen by Junghans is an adornment of minimalistic  
zeitgeist on your wrist. Light and simply designed, it is the perfect accessory for every  
modern look. The replacement straps with quick-release function allows the wearer to 
swap the colour arrangement on the watch with almost no effort at all.
Quartz movement J645.36 | stainless steel case Ø 34.1 mm | water-resistant up to 5 bar
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Home can be multi-faceted. Home can 
be determined geographically, but also 
philosophically. The new FORM models 
testify our love for our native culture, 
as well as to our affinity with German 
industrial design. Creative simplicity, 
harmonious colour tones and the image 
of a deer’s head on the case 
back are a contemporary 
interpretation of home.

FORM A 
27/4239.00

FORM Damen
47/4255.00

FORM Damen
47/4256.00

Stainless steel or PVD-coated case | water-resistant up to 5 bar
FORM A: Self-winding movement J800.2 | case Ø 39.3 mm
FORM Damen: Quartz movement J645.36 | case Ø 34.1 mm
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60 years of Max Bill on the wrist: Architect, painter, 
sculptor and product designer Max Bill was strongly 
influenced by the Bauhaus philosophy – stripping 
back to the bare essentials. He viewed his work as 
“shaping the environment“, which required that 
the results be well designed and practical for every-
day use accordingly. This applied in equal measure 
whether he was occupied with art or product  design. 
After already writing design history with his  kitchen, 
table and wall clocks, 1961 saw the creation of his 
legendary Junghans wristwatches. These are viewed
as design icons today. 
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Throughout his work as a product designer, 
Max Bill placed great value on a combination 
of practical value and beauty. A goal which 
Junghans is now much closer to achieving: 
with the fitting of durable sapphire crystal 
to all max bill models, their suitability for 
everyday use has been significantly enhanced. 
The result: a watch which is aesthetically 
pleasing in every way, and equipped entirely 
for all of the  demands of everyday life.

A beauty 
not seen 
every day.
But now more 
practical for 
everyday use.
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max bill Automatic Bauhaus 
27/4009.02

The state-run Bauhaus was founded more 
than 100 years ago, and was to prove a 
long-standing influence on the fields of  
architecture, art and design. Junghans  
retains a very special connection with the 
minimalistic style of this school of thought 
through Bauhaus scholar Max Bill. The 
philosophy of the Bauhaus lives on in our 
max bill models.

Time for Bauhaus.

Minimalist design with red highlights: The red doors of the Bauhaus building  
are adopted in the max bill Automatic Bauhaus – this detail has immediately 
caught the attention of Max Bill on his very first visit to Dessau. The windows 
in the Bauhaus image on the case back provide a fascinating insight: it allows the 
observer to view the mechanical movement within.
Self-winding movement J800.1 | stainless steel case Ø 38.0 mm | glass case back with Bauhaus 
motif | water-resistant up to 5 bar
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Original max bill watches: 
Time passes. 
Good design remains.

The mechanical watch series from Max Bill is still being produced practically unchanged by  
Junghans to this day – from the puristic dial with distinctly rounded numerals conceived especially 
for this product, to the convex crystal and flat appearance of the case.

max bill Handaufzug
27/3701.02

Perfect proportions, no unnecessary embellishments: a concept which ensures that the 
max bill watches of today look just as modern as they did 60 years ago. Luminous dots 
at the 3, 6 and 9 o’clock positions, with double dots at 12 o’clock are typical of this series, 
and guarantee optimum readability of the time.
Hand-winding movement J805.1 | stainless steel case Ø 34.0 mm | water-resistant up to 5 bar
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JUNGHANS 
max bill
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max bill Automatic
27/4700.02

Focussing on the essentials: When designing his line of watches for Junghans, Max Bill 
dispensed with all manner of superfluous elements. The artist’s meticulous eye for scale 
is perfectly demonstrated in the proportions of the indices. The resulting watch design 
has stood the test of time, and is just as fascinating today as it was 60 years ago.
Self-winding movement J800.1 | stainless steel case Ø 38.0 mm | water-resistant up to 5 bar
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As with all pieces in this collection, the design of the mechanical max bill Chronoscope is 
highly impressive due to its focus on the bare essentials. This is clearly evidenced in the 
plain, minimalistic design of the dial. Relinquishing display of the small seconds creates a 
particularly striking symmetry.
Self-winding movement J880.2 | stop function | stainless steel case Ø 40.0 mm | water-resistant up to 5 bar

max bill Chronoscope
27/4600.02

Max Bill’s life and work reflects his pursuit of minimalism and constant innovation. The characteristic, 
logical layout of the dial is just one example of this design icon. Energy generated by the wearer is used 
to wind the watch automatically.
max bill Chronoscope: Self-winding movement J880.2 | stop function | stainless steel case Ø 40.0 mm | water-resistant up to 5 bar  
max bill Automatic: Self-winding movement J800.1 | stainless steel case Ø 38.0 mm | water-resistant up to 5 bar

max bill Chronoscope
27/4003.46

max bill Automatic
27/4002.46
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Accuracy is not just the primary consideration for Junghans, it was also an indispensable 
component of Max Bill’s concepts. The distinct design of the dial focuses on the most 
important element: the time. State-of-the-art Junghans radio technology elevates preci-
sion to a whole new dimension.
Connected RC movement J101.65 | stainless steel case Ø 38.0 mm | water-resistant up to 5 bar

max bill MEGA 
58/4820.02

max bill MEGA Solar 
59/2022.46

More than just precise: The max bill MEGA Solar is truly impressive due to its precise radio technology, 
minimalist design and sustainability. A highly efficient solar cell ensures a reliable energy supply. 
Skin-friendly titanium is extremely light and comfortable to wear.
Connected RC solar movement J101.85 | power reserve in sleep mode up to 3 years | titanium case Ø 38.0 mm | 
water-resistant up to 5 bar
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max bill Edition Set 60

It has been over 60 years since the first max bill watches were 
 unveiled by Junghans. A wonderful inspiration for three  special 
Edition models, each with a “60” discreetly integrated in the 
 minute track. A unique detail to ensure that these limited  edition 
models are revered as collector’s items. All three models are 
 available individually or as a set in an exclusive Edition box. 
 Limited to 1,060 units.
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The time is displayed differently on each of the three watches in the set. Most striking on the 
max bill Regulator is its radical division of hour, minute and second: The time is split up into its 
three basic elements allowing the observer to focus entirely on any one of their choosing.
Self-winding movement J800.5 | stainless steel PVD coated case Ø 38.0 mm | case back with edition engraving |
 water-resistant up to 3 bar 

max bill 
Regulator Edition 
27/3190.02
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max bill 
Automatic Edition 
27/4108.02

max bill MEGA 
Kleine Sekunde Edition 
58/4100.02

max bill Edition Set 60
27/4109.00

max bill Edition Set 60

The max bill MEGA Kleine Sekunde features the classic function of the decentralised  
second display. The max bill Automatic joins all hands centrally. Collectively, all 
models exhibit the perfect sense of proportion from Max Bill, and are interpreted and 
implemented with the very latest technology and ultimate precision.
Stainless steel PVD coated case Ø 38.0 mm | case back with edition engraving/printing | 
water-resistant up to 3 bar 
max bill MEGA Kleine Sekunde: Connected RC movement J101.66 
max bill Automatic: Self-winding movement J800.1
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As concise as it is functional: Clear arrangement of the dial ensures a very quick and  
easy read. Suitable for any wrist: whether a larger max bill Automatic with mechanical  
movement, or the max bill Damen, smaller and flatter with convenient quartz movement.
Stainless steel PVD coated case | water-resistant up to 5 bar 
max bill Automatic: Self-winding movement J800.1 | case Ø 38.0 mm 
max bill Damen: Quartz movement J643.29 | case Ø 32.7 mm

max bill Damen
47/7854.02

max bill Automatic
27/7806.02
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Purism doesn’t always have to be so black and 
white. The max bill Automatic combines the clarity 
and reduction of its stylistic idiom with a subtle use 
of colour – thus underscoring the innovative style 
of Max Bill’s original concept. The sand gold- 
coloured case conveys a delicate warmth. Even the 
shades of grey applied to the dial and strap remain 
discreet in keeping with the overall appearance. 
This all combines for a contemporary purism which 
appeals to watch aficionados and design juries 
alike: The max bill Automatic received the Red Dot 
Award in honour of its design.
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A must-have for watch aficionados: The max bill is now available in the original size of the 
first watches from 1961, with a diameter of 34 mm and self-winding movement, date and 
sapphire crystal. Max Bill’s classic minimalist design is without compromise and remains 
completely unchanged.
Self-winding movement J800.1 | stainless steel case Ø 34.0 mm | water-resistant up to 5 bar

max bill Kleine Automatic
27/4107.02

93
max bill Handaufzug 
27/3701.02
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So puristic in design, and so easy to use: The max bill Damen is ready for use at any time 
thanks to the reliable quartz movement. It reflects what its namesake always had at heart: 
a combination of practical value and beauty.
Quartz movement J643.29 | stainless steel case Ø 32.7 mm| leather strap with quick-release | 
water-resistant up to 5 bar

max bill Damen
47/4251.02

max bill Damen
47/4541.02

95

Character 
starts on 

your wrist.
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Live more 
stylishly.
Live a
better life.

Style is not only lived out on one’s wrist, but 
also in one’s home. What could be more appro-
priate in this  regard, than raising the ambience 
with a design icon from  Junghans? The highly 
aesthetic, puristic wall clocks and table clocks 
from the max bill line are a statement in every 
room.  However: it is not least the contrasts that 
add  intrigue to the home. The design objects 
 designed by Max Bill can create a tempting 
 contrast and stylish  accentuations in practically 
any environment.
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max bill 
Küchenuhr

max bill Küchenuhr 
RC 377/1100.00
Quartz 362/1100.00

RC movement J761 (DCF) or quartz movement J738 | glazed ceramic case | chrome-plated and polished bezel 
with domed mineral crystal | mechanical 60 minutes timer
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The	collaboration	between	Junghans	and	Max	Bill	
began	with	the	conception	of	the	kitchen	clock	in	
1956.	Junghans	has	now	reintroduced	this	classic	piece	
in	light	blue	ceramic.

What does the designer himself have to say about 
this creation? “it was very clear: the piece had  
to feature numerals. the hours on the minute  
track – and the minute markers on the timer. why? 
the kitchen clock is usually the only wall clock in the 
household. from this, children are introduced  
to the concept of time, they learn how to read their  
first numbers and how hours and days are arranged,  
and this should make them as bright and cheerful 
as the beautiful kitchenware around them.”
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max bill Wanduhr Ø 30 cm
RC (DCF)  374/7000.00
Quartz  367/6046.00

max bill Wanduhr Ø 30 cm
RC (DCF)  374/7001.00
Quartz  367/6047.00

Ultimate simplicity combined with optimum readability: The max bill wall clocks are a 
puristic statement for every room. The dial is encased in a satin-finished, narrow front 
ring diamond-cut aluminium housing. Available either with radio-controlled or quartz 
movement.
RC movement J780 (DCF) or quartz movement J738 | aluminium satin-finished case with mineral crystal | 
Ø 22 or 30 cm
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max bill Tischuhr
RC (DCF)  383/2202.00
Quartz  363/2212.00

max bill Tischuhr
RC (DCF)  383/2200.00
Quartz  363/2210.00

max bill Tischuhr
RC (DCF)  383/2201.00
Quartz  363/2211.00

Max Bill fashioned time for rooms in 1958, in cooperation with Junghans. The puristic 
home accessories enhance every room with exquisitely crafted time. These table clocks 
are available either with radio-controlled or quartz movement, and in white satin finish, 
walnut or black piano lacquer wooden housing.
RC movement J780 (DCF) or quartz movement J738 | wooden case with mineral crystal |  
Measurements: 164 x 174 mm
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Force. 
Spektrum.  
Milano. 

Force Mega Solar
18/1133.44

Force Mega Solar
18/1002.00

As well as combining radio technology with solar technology, the Force Mega Solar also 
incorporates the design with wear comfort and scratch resistance. With radio-controlled 
watches still offering the most precise time display today, this timepiece is reliable as a 
companion in any given situation.
Multi-frequency radio-controlled solar movement J615.84 | power reserve up to 21 months | ceramic case  
Ø 40.4 mm | water-resistant up to 5 bar

104
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Stainless steel, scratch-resistant ceramics and water-resistant up to 10 bar. The Spektrum 
Mega Solar is our sportiest radio-controlled watch. Powered by the energy of the sun, 
this watch is not only extraordinarily precise, but is also an extremely resources-efficient 
timepiece.
Multi-frequency radio-controlled solar movement J615.84 | power reserve up to 21 months | stainless steel 
case Ø 41.6 mm | water-resistant up to 10 bar

Spektrum Mega Solar
18/1425.44

Milano Mega Solar
56/4220.00

incl. milanaise bracelet

Let the sun shine in: Highly efficient solar cells are fitted in the Milano Mega Solar and Milano Solar 
to guarantee provision of the necessary energy. Glass solar dials which absorb the valuable sunlight 
are machined in our polishing and printing facilities over multiple working stages.
Stainless steel case | water-resistant up to 5 bar 
Milano Mega Solar: Multi-frequency radio-controlled solar movement J615.84 | power reserve up to 21 months | case Ø 39.2 mm 
Milano Solar: Solar quartz movement J622.10 | power reserve up to 4 months | case Ø 37.0 mm

Milano Solar
14/4061.44
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Design

Innovation

Tradition

Personality

We	create		

			time.
The more diverse and high-paced our world develops, the more we long for 
 authenticity and consistency, for genuine things that will maintain their value. 
 Junghans watches are precisely such things: they demonstrate our affinity to 
pedigree and history, our many years of experience, our dedication to precision 
and durability – and our passion for creating time. We produce watches for 
 people who share these values, to serve as companions, through all phases of life. 
Time is the most precious commodity, for everybody, regardless of age. To help 
create this time, indeed to make that time more pleasant through our watches, 
is our aspiration and our utmost incentive.



 

Sustainable design, imagination and handicraft with meticulous 
 attention to detail: Our passion, to create time as beautifully as  possible, 
is  evident in every single Junghans watch. We are willing to give 
every thing to this end: From the initial draft to the finished watch – 
our aim is always to provide the function with the best possible form. 
A  conscientious design process is implemented from the very first step 
to the very last: Every meticulously measured individual part is  subjected 
to intensive quality control as early as the realisation phase. This is 
 imperative if process reliability is to be guaranteed for production, 
whereby numerous individual components are assembled to make up 
an authentic Junghans worthy not only of the classification ‘Made in 
 Germany’, but specifically “Made in Schramberg”.

Production: Meticulous 
manual craftsmanship 
is applied to assemble 
numerous individual 
parts to make up an 
authentic Junghans. 
For some models the 
movement is also as-
sembled completely.

Quality: In a final 
inspection, every 
individual watch 
undergoes a 100% 
visual and technical 
check manually.

Parts manufacturing:  
In our printing facility 
the face of the watch is 
given its  definitive fea-
tures. Dials and date 
wheels are printed and 
refined with utmost 
tact and intuition.

Design engineering: 
For the production 
process, final details 
are determined and 
tolerances defined. 
Turning the idea 
into reality.

Character: In the 
same way as a 
 finger print is like 
no other, every 
watch is provided 
with characteristic 
 Junghans features.

Design: The idea 
for a watch is born. 
Before the digital 
design phase be-
gins, our creative 
product designer 
first completes a 
hand-drawn sketch. 

Walking	through	the	process	to	achieve	a	perfect	result.

Made	in	Schramberg.
The	art	of	providing	
form	to	a	function.

Service: That which 
lasts, lasts still 
longer: thanks to 
experienced hands 
performing repairs 
on your watch.
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A	journey	through	time
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In collaboration with his brother-in-law, Erhard Junghans es-
tablishes	“Zeller	&	Junghans“ as a business producing clock parts. 
 Initially manufacturing components for Black Forest clocks, the first 
of their own clocks appeared in 1866.

An annual production of three million clocks cements Junghans’s position as 
the largest	clock	manufacturer	on	earth. In the meantime, with production 
sites and subsidiaries not only in the Black Forest, but also in other locations 
 including Venice and Paris. 

Designed by architect Philipp Jakob Manz, the 9-level terrace		building	
was completed after a two year construction period. The first 
 Junghans hand-wound watches were produced here in 1927.

Numerous	movements	were	designed	and	manufactured	here from the 
1930s. The premium calibres are the heart of the Meister watches, and go 
on to augment the collection onwards of 1936. 

The company Diehl GmbH assumes a majority share. Junghans becomes the third	
largest	manufacturer	of	chronometers	worldwide, and the following year unveils 
the very first automatic chronometer calibre with the J83. The collaboration with 
Max Bill begins.

In its 100th	anniversary	year, Junghans is exporting watches to 100  different 
countries, with 20,000 watches and alarm clocks being produced daily. 
The wristwatches designed by Max Bill are unveiled.

Junghans present the first high-precision Astro-Quartz	quartz	watch.
As official timekeeper of the 1972 Olympic Games, new standards are being set 
in sports timekeeping.

After the first serially produced radio-controlled table clock (1985), 
 Junghans introduce the first	radio-controlled	wristwatch.	The	Junghans	
Mega	1.	 The futuristic asymmetric form was devised in collaboration with 
FROG Design.

1861 1956

1903 1961

1918 1971

1936 1990
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Want to learn more Junghans history and company-related stories? 
A more detailed account of our company and product history can be found in the 
 Junghans E-Magazine: www.junghans-magazine.com
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Milestone after milestone: After the first analog radio-controlled watch, 
new models follow with the most diverse materials and configurations, 
such as the first	solar-powered	radio-controlled	watch	in	a	ceramic	case. 
 Variants for the US and Japanese markets are introduced.

Junghans is acquired by the luxury goods group EGANAGoldpfeil.

With the patented	multi-frequency	radio-controlled	movement,  Junghans 
watches are now able to receive time signals in different  countries.

Junghans prove their mechanical competence with the intricate 
J325	hand-winding	movement. A multitude of components for the 
 Erhard  Junghans 1 model, an homage to the company’s founder, 
are  designed and produced in Schramberg. 

Outstanding prospects	for	the	Junghans	brand and the Schramberg site: With 
the new owners, Dr. Hans-Jochem and Hannes Steim, the company regains its 
 independence.

Junghans	celebrates	its	150th	anniversary	– with an official  ceremony 
on its jubilee day and opening of the new company museum a day later. 
New life is breathed into the Meister range.

2004
2000

1995

2016

2009

2008
2017

2011

2018

2021

2013A cultural heritage worth protecting: The Steim family purchases buildings of 
 significance on the plot in the Geisshalde, not least the now	listed	terrace		building. 
At the same time, investments are made in new assembly lines and the development 
of new generations of movements. 

A shared passion by the founder’s son Arthur Junghans and the Steim 
 family is not limited to timepieces, but also extends to	motor	vehicles.	
This passion is reflected in the Meister Driver models.

The new	FORM	line stands for a clear design language in the tradition of the 
 globally-renowned German industrial design.

The 100th	anniversary	of	the	terrace	building is honoured with the opening of 
a museum sharing the same name, and the Meister	Chronoscope	Terrassenbau 
models. With development of the connected RC movement J101, Junghans once 
again set new standards when it comes to precision and aesthetics. 

160	years	of	Junghans – and the story continues. Special anniversary models 
are being created with meticulous attention to detail – such as the Meister 
Signatur Handaufzug Edition 160, which emphasises the style and personality 
of its wearer like no other.
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From the 2022 collection year, all watches are 
available with resistant sapphire crystal – ideally 
equipped for the demands of everyday life. Models 
which were previously fitted with hard plexiglass 
as standard are available in both glass variants 
throughout the collection restructuring phase. 
A precise listing of all available variants can be 
found in the product information enclosed. 

Please consult your local Junghans representative 
should you have any questions. They will be more 
than happy to advise you regarding selection of 
your ideal Junghans watch, and of course on the 
subject of glass replacement.
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M
EI
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72

Meister S 
Chronoscope 
27/4024.44 SA

Meister S 
Chronoscope 
27/4025.00 SA

Meister S 
Chronoscope
27/4023.44 SA

Meister fein 
Automatic
27/4152.00 SA

Meister fein 
Automatic
27/4153.44 SA

Meister fein 
Automatic
27/9101.00 SA

1972 Chronoscope Solar 
14/4200.00 SA

1972 Chronoscope Solar 
14/4202.44 SA

1972 Competition
27/4203.00 SA

1972 Competition Edition
27/9204.00 SA
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Meister Worldtimer
27/5013.02 SA

Meister Worldtimer
27/5012.02 SA

Meister Worldtimer
27/3010.02 SA

Meister Worldtimer
27/3011.46 SA

Meister Chronoscope
27/7024.02 SA
27/7024.00 PL

Meister Chronoscope
27/7923.02 SA
27/7923.00 PL

Meister Chronoscope
27/7023.02 SA
27/7023.00 PL

Meister fein Automatic
27/4154.00 SA

Meister Chronoscope
27/4121.46 SA
27/4121.44 PL

Meister Chronoscope
27/4222.02 SA

Meister Chronoscope
27/4120.02 SA
27/4120.00 PL

Meister fein Automatic
27/7150.00 SA

Meister Chronoscope
27/4528.46 SA
27/4528.44 PL

Meister Chronoscope
27/4526.02 SA
27/4526.00 PL

Meister Chronoscope
27/4324.46 SA
27/4324.44 PL
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Meister Agenda
27/4364.02 SA
27/4364.00 PL

Meister Agenda
27/7066.02 SA
27/7066.00 PL

Meister Kalender
27/4906.02 SA
27/4906.00 PL

Meister Kalender
27/4200.02 SA
27/4200.00 PL

Meister Kalender
27/7003.02 SA
27/7003.00 PL

Meister Classic
27/4511.46 SA
27/4511.44 PL

Meister Classic
27/7812.02 SA
27/7812.00 PL

Meister Handaufzug
27/5002.02 SA
27/5002.00 PL

Meister Handaufzug
27/3200.02 SA
27/3200.00 PL

Meister Handaufzug
27/3504.02 SA
27/3504.00 PL

Meister MEGA
58/7800.02 SA
58/7800.00 PL

Meister MEGA
58/4801.02 SA
58/4801.00 PL

Meister MEGA
58/4803.44 SA

Meister Damen 
Automatic
27/7045.00 SA

Meister Chronometer
27/4130.02 SA
27/4130.00 PL

Meister Classic
27/4310.02 SA
27/4310.00 PL
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Meister Automatic
27/4051.02 SA
27/4051.00 PL

Meister Automatic
27/4050.02 SA
27/4050.00 PL

Meister Automatic
27/7052.02 SA
27/7052.00 PL

Meister MEGA Kleine Sekunde
58/4902.02 SA
58/4902.00 PL

Meister MEGA Kleine Sekunde
58/4901.02 SA
58/4901.00 PL

Meister Driver Chronoscope
27/3684.02 SA
27/3684.00 PL

Meister Driver Chronoscope
27/3686.46 SA
27/3686.44 PL

Meister Driver Handaufzug
27/3608.02 SA
27/3608.00 PL

Meister Classic
Terrassenbau
27/4019.02 SA

Meister Handaufzug
Terrassenbau
27/3000.02 SA

Meister Driver Handaufzug
27/3607.02 SA
27/3607.00 PL

Meister Pilot 
27/3590.00 SA

Meister Telemeter
27/3380.02 SA
27/3380.00 PL

Meister Telemeter
27/3880.46 SA
27/3880.44 PL

Meister Pilot
27/3591.00 SA

Meister Pilot 
27/3794.00 SA
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FORM MEGA
58/4931.00 SA

FORM MEGA
58/4930.00 SA

FORM C
41/4876.00 SA

FORM C
41/4770.00 SA

FORM C
41/4771.00 SA

FORM Quarz
41/4885.00 SA

FORM C
41/4877.44 SA

FORM Quarz
41/4884.00 SAFO

RM
FORM A
27/4731.00 SA

FORM A
27/4239.00 SA

FORM A
27/4730.00 SA

FORM A Titan 
27/2002.00 SA

FORM A Titan 
27/2001.00 SA

FORM A Titan 
27/2000.00 SA

PL = Hard plexiglass | SA = Sapphire crystal
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JU
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FORM Damen
47/4853.00 SA

FORM Damen
47/4860.00 SA

FORM Damen
47/4256.00 SA

FORM Damen
47/4255.00 SA

FORM Damen
47/4055.00 SA

FORM Damen
47/4851.44 SA

max bill Handaufzug
27/3701.02 SA
27/3701.04 PL

max bill Handaufzug
27/3702.02 SA
27/3702.04 PL

max bill Handaufzug
27/5703.02 SA
27/5703.04 PL

max bill Handaufzug
27/3004.46 SA
27/3004.48 PL

max bill Handaufzug
27/3700.02 SA
27/3700.04 PL

max bill Automatic 
Bauhaus
27/4009.02 SA
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max bill Chronoscope
27/4502.02 SA
27/4502.04 PL

max bill Chronoscope
27/4008.02 SA
27/4008.04 PL

max bill Chronoscope
27/4501.02 SA
27/4501.04 PL

max bill Automatic
27/7002.02 SA

max bill Automatic
27/4700.02 SA

max bill Automatic
27/7806.02 SA

max bill Automatic
27/4007.02 SA

max bill Automatic
27/3502.02 SA
27/3502.04 PL

max bill Automatic
27/3500.02 SA
27/3500.04 PL

max bill Automatic
27/3501.02 SA
27/3501.04 PL

max bill Automatic
27/4001.02 SA

max bill Automatic
27/4002.46 SA

max bill Automatic
27/4701.02 SA

max bill Automatic
27/3400.02 SA
27/3400.04 PL

max bill Chronoscope
27/7800.02 SA
27/7800.04 PL

max bill Chronoscope
27/4003.46 SA
27/4003.48 PL
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max bill 
Kleine Automatic
27/7006.02 SA

max bill
Regulator Edition
27/3190.02 SA

max bill MEGA
Kleine Sekunde Edition
58/4100.02 SA

max bill
Automatic Edition
27/4108.02 SA

max bill 
Kleine Automatic
27/7108.02 SA

max bill 
Kleine Automatic
27/4107.02 SA

max bill 
Kleine Automatic
27/4106.46 SA

max bill 
Kleine Automatic
27/4105.02 SA

max bill MEGA Solar 
59/2023.02 SA
59/2023.04 PL

max bill MEGA Solar 
59/2022.46 SA
59/2022.48 PL

max bill Chronoscope
27/4601.02 SA
27/4601.04 PL

max bill MEGA
58/4820.02 SA
58/4820.04 PL

max bill MEGA
58/4821.46 SA
58/4821.48 PL

max bill MEGA Solar 
59/2020.02 SA
59/2020.04 PL

max bill MEGA Solar 
59/2021.02 SA
59/2021.04 PL

max bill Chronoscope
27/4600.02 SA
27/4600.04 PL
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max bill Quarz
41/4562.02 SA 
41/4562.04 PL

max bill Quarz
41/4461.02 SA 
41/4461.04 PL

max bill Quarz
41/7872.02 SA 
41/7872.04 PL

max bill Quarz
41/4465.02 SA 
41/4465.04 PL

max bill Quarz
41/4463.46 SA 
41/4463.48 PL

max bill Quarz
41/4817.02 SA 
41/4817.04 PL

max bill Quarz
41/4064.02 SA 
41/4064.04 PL

max bill Damen
47/4251.02 SA 
47/4251.04 PL

max bill Damen
47/4250.46 SA 
47/4250.48 PL

max bill Damen
47/7853.02 SA 
47/7853.04 PL

max bill Damen 
47/7055.02 SA 
47/7055.04 PL

max bill Damen
47/4252.02 SA 
47/4252.04 PL

max bill Damen
47/4540.02 SA 
47/4540.04 PL

max bill Damen
47/4541.02 SA 
47/4541.04 PL

max bill Damen
47/7854.02 SA 
47/7854.04 PL
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max bill Küchenuhr 
RC (DCF)   377/1100.00
Quartz   362/1100.00

max bill Wanduhr Ø 30 cm
RC (DCF)   374/7000.00
Quartz  367/6046.00

max bill Tischuhr
RC (DCF)   383/2200.00
Quartz  363/2210.00

max bill Wanduhr Ø 22 cm
RC (DCF)   374/7002.00
Quartz  367/6049.00

max bill Wanduhr Ø 30 cm
RC (DCF)   374/7001.00
Quartz  367/6047.00

max bill Tischuhr
RC (DCF)   383/2201.00
Quartz  363/2211.00

max bill Tischuhr
RC (DCF)   383/2202.00
Quartz  363/2212.00

max bill Wanduhr Ø 22 cm
RC (DCF)   374/7003.00
Quartz  367/6048.00
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Spektrum Mega Solar
18/1120.44 SA

Milano Solar
14/4062.00 SA

Milano Solar
14/4061.44 SA

Spektrum Mega Solar
18/1425.44 SA

Milano Mega Solar
56/4628.44 SA
incl. leather strap

Milano Mega Solar
56/4220.00 SA 
incl. milanaise braceletRC

 + SO
LA

R

Force Mega Solar
18/1133.44 SA

Force Mega Solar
18/1002.00 SA

Force Mega Solar
18/1001.00 SA

Force Mega Solar
18/1938.44 SA

Force Mega Solar
18/1436.44 SA

Force Mega Solar
18/1000.00 SA
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Legend 

 
= sapphire crystal

 
= solar powered

 
= connected RC technology




